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Pre-Order Now. Ships January 2010. Whitman Deluxe Edition National Park Quarters Folder, 2010

2021, 60 openings, single mint. The National Park Quarters Coin Act of 2008 requires quarters,

beginning in 2010, to have designs on the reverse depicting one national site in each state, the

District of Columbia, and the territories of the United States. Fifty-six (56) different designs will

complete the program from 2010 through 2021. Whitman folders are built from the safest archival

safe materials known. 8.0" x 10.0" closed, 16.25" x 10.0" open.

Age Range: 8 and up

Hardcover: 4 pages
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I did not get this product from  but I believe it's the same one (same cover and from Whitman). I

don't usually do reviews but I really want to warn you about this one...pros:1. Tiny2. no P & D, just

one slot (for professional collectors, this may be a con...)cons:1. Too hard to get the coins in!!2. The

cover is just a thin plastic layer.3. There's a sticker on 2019 Taxes to cover typos or so!!! (is it just

me? no one mentioned it before...)

I expected it to be a map like my state series quarter map but it had 3 pages with 4 columns of 5

each "1 for every year" and 4 extra spaces on the 2021 column, my copy had 2 easily visible stains

on the first page & wear to the corners even though it was new also there was a sticker over the

Texas label hinting at a mistake.Also the folder isn't realy a hardcover and probably won't last till

2021. On the positive side it is small and you don't have to look for the P or D.



Once upon a time, I purchased the State Quarter tri-fold book by this company at a bookstore. That

began a fun and simple collection that occupied me for many years. Now, thanks to this company, I

not only get to continue collecting with the new State Park Quarters, but I also get to have a tri-fold

book that matches my first one! They are the same size in every way, so it makes storing and

displaying so very simple.

Note this book is unlike those that provide spots for all mint locations that a coin may be minted. In

the case of quarters minted in Denver and Philadelphia which feature a D or P respectively on a

coin, there are not spots for both in these books. You'll have to buy a second book to keep your D

and Ps separately

I am so disappointed in this book! I have other quarter books that are of much better quality. It is

essentially a thin paper back lining so it is very easy to push through the paper when placing your

quarters into the slots inside. It would be much better if they had at least some sort of cardboard

behind the slots for the quarters instead of the super thin paper that also serves and the front and

back cover. Spend a dollar more and get quality!

For the latest US quarter design theme, this is a fantastic collectors book. The coin slots are a

perfect fit, so you don't have to hammer the coin in or worry about them popping out later. This is

also a coin collector's book for just one design each. No space for a P and a D, just one each.

Which I don't really care for, I just enjoy looking at the designs. This was a gift for someone special

and it was well recieved. Thanks!

This is exactly as it said it would be. I am starting a collection with my son, and he is always the one

who puts the quarters in. They fit snugly, but it is not too tight to get them all the way in. I do warn

him to put them in straight because it doesn't seem as if we could get them out easily. At least not

without damaging the cardboard.

I bought this particular book because it was made by the same company that made my state quarter

book.I got to see that one in person and was impressed by the quality. On this one, I'm not

impressed.Yes, it has the National Parks through 2021. Yes, it does what I need it to for my quarter

collecting. HOWEVER, that is the ONLY reason it got the THREE stars it did.The backing behind



the quarters is as thin as notebook paper. It wasn't three days out of the box when one of the

quarter slots ripped on the opposite side. I put a quarter in it just the same, but if you're not EVER

SO CAREFUL, you'll blow the entire thing out. WTF guys!!??!! Seriously!Also, one odd thing, 2021

is only releasing one quarter, Alabama. But the book has 4 extra spaces without writing for other

quarters. What goes here? It's odd!Yes it works, and yes the price is awesome. But in this case, the

price reflects the quality of product you're purchasing so...
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